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View from the Dome
In July 2011 at the meeting of the U.S. Psychotronics Association I promised the assembled membership
that I would make the entire KRT database of radionic rates freely available to the public in the
year to come. That time has now arrived and that promise has been kept with the completion and release
of Radionics Book 3: Radionic Rates – Alpha. This 513 page volume contains every radionic rate we
have ever found for use on two-dial radionic instruments – a total of more than 13,800 amassed over
the last 40 years. These rates are organized alphabetically like a telephone book based on the name of
the pattern of information. To follow in this issue of the Kelly Research Report is a preview of the
information found in our new book.
Radionics Book 3 is now available for free download in the PDF format from the “Books & DVDs” page of
our website, also located here: www.kellyresearchtech.com/download.html. This book is being
published under a Creative Commons Copyright, which means that anyone can copy, share, and distribute
this book as long as they do not sell it, change it, or claim it as their own. In fact, I encourage
everyone to download a copy of Book 3 and share it freely with friends and colleagues who are
conducting research in the radionic arts. If you have a website of your own, you are also welcome to post
this book there for others to find and utilize.
For those researchers that prefer the printed page, we are currently publishing two versions of Radionics
Book 3. One will be bound with a durable coil-winding that will facilitate easy use and durability on the
lab bench, as the book will lay flat and open to the page selected. A hardbound edition will be available
for those folks that want an archival copy for the library shelf. Until November 30 we are offering
discounts on both printed versions of Radionics Book 3, with deeper discounts for those that purchase
both versions. Of course, we will continue to offer the KRT Electronic Rate Book computer database for
those researchers who enjoy the ability to search and sort the rate database, create worksheets on the
fly, and have access to the library of KRT worksheets.
We hope you find Radionics Book 3 to be as useful as we have. And we hope you will help us spread this
information as far and wide as you can. At the core of our decision to publish the book electronically with
a generous sharing policy was that we want this information to fly beyond the reach of suppression by
those forces that would prefer the citizenry to remain uninformed, unequipped, and in the dark. With your
help these rates will always be available to anyone that needs them. And if that isn’t a happy ending to
the story I do not know what is!
With Love and Light,

Book Feature:
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Crystals

by Karen Ryan

In The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Crystals, readers come
to know crystals from their chemical composition and
historic connections to the ways in which selecting,
preparing, and using them can empower and enhance their
lives when they're used in physical, emotional, and spiritual
healing.
•

Includes instructions on preparing crystals for usecleaning, charging, activating, and protecting them

•

How to use the Five Master Healers-clear quartz,
rose
quartz,
amethyst,
smoky
quartz,
and
turquoise-and other crystals to heal the body,
mind, and spirit

•

Techniques for healing sessions that anyone can
easily follow

In the book Karen Ryan notes, "You might be dealing with long-term physical conditions
such as asthma or arthritis. It can take some time for crystals to break down these chronic
illnesses and clear the way to healing. Acute conditions such as a cold or the flu generally
require less healing time, but in either case, the right circumstances have to come together
for healing to be activated. Crystals help focus the intent to heal by providing and
amplifying a positive energy pattern. Focused intent, breath work, and visualization are all
part of the healing "team" and assist in the healing work."
Karen Ryan understands both the physical and energetic properties of these amazing
minerals and is able to convey this information in a clear and easy-to-understand fashion.
She also writes from the perspective of someone who is an active radionics researcher and
provider of both radionics services and instruction. She uses intuitive therapy with radionic
equipment to initiate clearings on physical, psycho-emotional, spiritual and environmental
levels. In these sessions, which are held quarterly, participants may learn about radionics,
distance healing, environmental rebalancing and group clearing sessions.
To learn more about this wonderful healer and teacher please visit her Crystal Tiger website
at: www.crystaltiger.com.
Complete Idiot's Guide to Crystals by Karen Ryan (softcover, 336 pages)……..….… $19.00
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Get your copy of Book 3 today! Order before 11/30/12 and save $10 off the coil bound
edition and/or $15 off the hardback copy. Or buy both and save $30!
RADIONICS BOOK 3: RADIONIC RATES - ALPHA (electronic PDF, 513 pages)…...…. FREE
RADIONICS BOOK 3: RADIONIC RATES - ALPHA (coil bound, 513 pages)…….….. $50.00
RADIONICS BOOK 3: RADIONIC RATES - ALPHA (hardcover, 513 pages)…..…… $100.00
Download free PDF today at: www.kellyresearchtech.com/download.html
Kelly Research Report
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Muscles of the Leg
In many mammals some of the most powerful muscles in the body are found in the legs.
The following diagram shows the major leg muscles and their corresponding radionic rates.

Sartorius [41.75-23.50]: A long, ribbon-shaped
muscle of the thigh. The longest muscle in the body,
sartorius aids in flexing the knee.
Vastus: A large muscle in the thigh comprised of the
intermedius, lateralis, and medialis.
Vastus intermedius [60.25-15.25]

Vastus lateralis [14.25-87.50 or 90.00-0.00]
Vastus medialis [16.50-90.00]

Gastrocnemius [71.50-19.00]: The large muscle of
the posterior portion of the lower leg and the most
superficial of the calf muscles. It aids in the the
extension of the foot and flexing of the knee.
Tibialis Anterior [26.00-86.00]: Pertaining to the
front of the Tibia (shin bone).
Soleus [34.00-19.50]: Pertaining to the front of the
Tibia (shin bone).

Other useful rates:
Left Leg [15.75-90.50]
Aches [68.00-71.00]
Swelling [3.50-5.00]
Cramps [51.00-7.50]

Right Leg [8.00-89.50]
Numbness [90.00-95.00]
Tingling [37.40-31.50]
Weakness [28.00-23.00]

Remember that multiple rates may be set on multiple banks of an instrument or Tuning
Station for combined impact to those energetic states.
All radionic rates and other information is compiled for historical, energetic, and/or experimental
agricultural research only and are not intended for use with humans. If medical or mental health care
is needed please visit a licensed professional.
Kelly Research Report
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Modern Wheat: "Perfect, Chronic Poison”
Modern wheat is a "perfect, chronic poison," said Dr. William Davis, a cardiologist who has
published Wheat Belly, a book about the world's most popular grain.
On September 3, 2012, CBS News reported on the work of Dr.
Davis, who noted that wheat has changed significantly over the
decades.
"It's an 18-inch tall plant created by genetic research in the '60s
and '70s," he said on "CBS This Morning." "This thing has many
new features nobody told you about, such as there's a new
protein in this thing called gliadin. It's not gluten. I'm not
addressing people with gluten sensitivities and celiac disease.
I'm talking about everybody else because everybody else is
susceptible to the gliadin protein that is an opiate. This thing
binds into the opiate receptors in your brain and in most people
stimulates appetite, such that we consume 440 more calories per day, 365 days per year."
When CBS News asked Dr. Davis if the farming industry could change back to the grain it
formerly produced, he said it could, but it would not be economically feasible because it
yields less per acre. However, Davis said a movement has begun with people turning away
from wheat - and dropping substantial weight.
"If three people lost eight pounds, big deal," he said. "But we're seeing hundreds of
thousands of people losing 30, 80, 150 pounds. Diabetics become no longer diabetic; people
with arthritis having dramatic relief. People losing leg swelling, acid reflux, irritable bowel
syndrome, depression, and on and on every day."
To avoid these wheat-oriented products, Davis suggests eating
"real food," such as avocados, olives, olive oil, meats, and
vegetables. "(It's) the stuff that is least likely to have been
changed by agribusiness," he said. "Certainly not grains. When
I say grains, of course, over 90 percent of all grains we eat will
be wheat, it's not barley... or flax. It's going to be wheat.”
"It's really a wheat issue."
Some health resources, such as the Mayo Clinic, advocate a
more balanced diet that does include wheat. But Davis said on "CTM" they're just offering a
poor alternative.
"All that literature says is to replace something bad, white enriched products with something
less bad, whole grains, and there's an apparent health benefit - 'Let's eat a whole bunch of
less bad things.' So I take...unfiltered cigarettes and replace with Salem filtered cigarettes,
you should smoke the Salems. That's the logic of nutrition, it's a deeply flawed logic. What if
I take it to the next level, and we say, 'Let's eliminate all grains,' what happens then?
"That's when you see, not improvements in health, that's when you see transformations in
health.
For more information on Dr. Davis and Wheat Belly, visit: www.wheatbellyblog.com
* (2012); Modern wheat a "perfect, chronic poison," doctor says. CBS This Morning site. From: http://tinyurl.com/cqf7heu
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